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Résumé de l'article

Le travertin est à l’origine de la formation de chutes spectaculaires, de barrières et de dépôts lacustres subaquatiques à grains fins partout dans le parc national Plitvice, en Croatie. Les barrières de travertin forment des barrages derrière lesquels est situé le complexe des lacs Plitvice. La chute et les barrières de travertin comprennent trois générations de sparites de calcite à basse teneur de magnésium. Les précipitations initiales sont généralement composées de sparite à cristaux impurs très fins à moyens allant de la forme isométrique à celle de la lame. Une génération subséquente est constituée de couches transparentes isopaques de cristaux plus ou moins fins en forme de lame. De plus, les croûtes laminées de l’ordre du centimètre, constituées de sparite en lame ou colonnaire, représentent le type de précipitations habituellement observées autour des accumulations de micrite à l’intérieur des plus anciens travertins. Par contre, les dépôts de remblaiement lacustre comprennent surtout des rhomboèdres de calcite de 3 à 8 p.m. Les analyses pétrographiques montrent clairement que les cyanobactéries, les champignons ou autres organismes microbiens creusent la sparite et la micritisent. Cette micritisation de la sparite est répandue partout dans la chute et les dépôts de barrière. Les cristaux de sparite en lame comprennent ceux qui sont anciens et ceux dont la morphologie originelle en lame ne peut être interprétée qu’à l’aide des cristaux latéraux adjacents. Certains échantillons montrent de nombreuses générations de sparites qui ont subi une micritisation plus ou moins intense. La micritisation de la sparite résulte en une accumulation complètement micritisée où la composition originelle de la sparite a été oblitérée.
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ABSTRACT Travertine forms spectacular waterfalls, barriers, and subaqueous fine-grained lake-fill accumulations throughout the Plitvice National Park, Croatia, northwestern Yugoslavia. Barrier deposits form dams, behind which, the lakes of the Plitvice complex are situated. Three generations of low-magnesian calcite spar comprise the waterfall and barrier forming travertines. The initial precipitates generally are composed of cloudy, very finely to medium crystalline equant to bladed spar. A later generation is composed of clear, isopachous layers of medium to coarsely crystalline bladed crystals. Additionally, centimeter-thick laminated speleothem-like crusts, composed of clear, bladed to columnar spar, are the common precipitates around micritic accumulations within the older travertine. In comparison, the lake-fill deposits are primarily composed of moderately (recent lake-fill deposits) to well-developed (relict lake-fill deposits) 3-8 μm calcite rhombohedrons. Petrographic analyses clearly show that cyanobacteria, fungi, and/or other microbial organisms bore into the spar and micritize it. This spar micritization is pervasive throughout the waterfall and barrier deposits. Bladed spar crystals range from those which are pristine to those whose original bladed morphology can only be interpreted by comparison with laterally adjacent crystals. Individual samples display multiple generations of spar which have undergone various degrees of spar micritization. Spar micritization results in a thoroughly micritized accumulation in which evidence of the original spar composition has been completely obliterated.

RÉSUMÉ Les débuts de la diagenèse de la chute des lacs Plitvice et des dépôts de la barrière de travertin. Le travertin est à l'origine de la formation de chutes spectaculaires, de barrières et de dépôts lacustres subaquatiques à grains fins partout dans le parc national Plitvice, en Croatie. Les barrières de travertin forment des barrages derrière lesquels est situé le complexe des lacs Plitvice. La chute et les barrières de travertin comprennent trois générations de spartites de calcite à basse teneur de magnésium. Les précipitations initiales sont généralement composées de sparte à cristaux impurs très fins à moyens allant de la forme isométrique à celle de la lame. Une génération subséquente est constituée de couches transparentes isopiques de cristaux plus ou moins fins en forme de lame. De plus, les croûtes laminées de l'ordre du centimètre, constituées de sparte en lame ou colonnair- e, représentant le type de précipitations habituellement observées autour des accumulations de micrite à l'intérieur des plus anciens travertins. Par contre, les dépôts de remblaiement lacustre comprennent surtout des rhomboédres de calcite de 3 à 8 μm. Les analyses pétrographiques montrent clairement que les cyanobactéries, les champignons ou autres organismes microbiens creusent la sparte et la micritise. Cette micritisation de la sparte est répandue partout dans la chute et les dépôts de barrière. Les cristaux de sparte en lame comprennent ceux qui sont anciens et ceux dont la morphologie originelle en lame ne peut être interprétée qu'à l'aide des cristaux latéraux adjacents. Certains échantillons montrent de nombreuses générations de spartites qui ont subi une micritisation plus ou moins intense. La micritisation de la sparte résulte en une accumulation complètement micritisée où la composition originelle de la sparte a été oblitérée.
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INTRODUCTION

Travertine is presently forming throughout the Plitvice Lakes region, along the Matica River — Plitvice Lakes — Korana River system, Plitvice National Park, Croatia, in former northwestern Yugoslavia (Fig. 1). The travertine occurs as deposits associated with spectacular waterfalls, luxuriant barrier accumulations (barrage travertine), and subaqueous fine-grained lake-fill deposits. The most spectacular, highest waterfalls occur where spring-fed side streams in hanging valleys enter the main river valley. Other falls occur where travertine barriers form dams, behind which the various lakes are situated. The active barriers exist at the downstream ends of the numerous lakes. The water flows over and percolates through barriers in a myriad of rivulets. This keeps the travertine wet and maintains the abundant flora. The initial travertine accumulations are extremely porous on a micro- and macro-scale and, with time, the porosity is occluded and the sediment lithified. The nature of the initial precipitates comprising the waterfall and barrier accumulations and their early diagenesis during lithification are the primary concerns of this investigation.

METHODS

A representative suite of samples were collected from a wide variety of active and non-active (older travertine) deposits from throughout the Plitvice Lakes system. Samples were examined using binocular, petrographic (standard, fluorescent, white card, and cathodoluminescent), and scanning electron microscopes. Fluorescent (Dravis and Yurewicz, 1985) and white card (Folk, 1987) microscopy are valuable techniques to enhance the presence of organic matter in thin sections. X-ray diffraction analysis was used to determine the carbonate mineralogy.

WATERFALL AND BARRIER TRAVERTINES

Waterfall and barrier travertine accumulations (Chafetz and Folk, 1984) are very similar. They both form at a break in the slope of running water, are built primarily by carbonate encrustation around plants, and have a similar highly irregular stratification or paucity of stratification. These types of deposits generally have a wedge-shaped overall geometry (Emig, 1917; Marker, 1971; Ordonez and Garcia del Cura, 1983; Pedley, 1987; Love and Chafetz, 1990) with the thickest accumulations at the present or past sites of the falls and/or barriers. The accumulations rapidly thin in both the upstream and downstream directions. Deposits comprising the streambed, upstream as well as downstream from the waterfall sites, generally are composed of essentially flat-lying semi-lithified travertine. In contrast, the travertines at the sites of the waterfalls commonly have steeply dipping to vertically oriented "strata". The steeply dipping deposits are predominantly the result of carbonate encrustation around plants, i.e., predominantly algae and mosses, which hang down the vertical face of the falls. The barrier travertines, analogous to the barrage tufa described by Pedley (1987), differ from waterfall travertines in that streambed accumulations are not immediately adjacent to the barriers. The barriers dam the water, and as a result, lakes occur immediately upstream and, in some places, downstream of the barriers. Consequently, the barriers are laterally adjacent to lake-fill deposits whereas the waterfalls are laterally adjacent to streambed travertines. The barriers also differ from the waterfall travertines in that the barrier accumulations tend to be composed of a more highly
irregular tangle of plants. Nevertheless, in gross structure, composition, internal framework, etc., the waterfall and barrier travertine accumulations are very similar.

The role of the plants in the precipitation of the travertine, i.e., active inducers of precipitation versus passively coated surfaces, has been a subject of considerable discussion (e.g., Emig, 1917; Golubic, 1973; Marker, 1973; Pentecost, 1978; Chafetz and Folk, 1984; Weijermars et al., 1966; Pentecost and Riding, 1986; Pedley, 1987). Kempe and Emeis (1985) and Emeis et al. (1987), after investigating the lake-fill deposits comprising the Plitvice Lakes travertines, concluded that the biota play a central role in the precipitation of calcium carbonate. The biota (1) remove CO$_2$, which increases the level of saturation of the water, (2) act as a convenient substrate for precipitation, and (3) trap and bind calcite seed crystals within their extracellular polymeric secretions. However, it must be emphasized that the biota will not be able to induce carbonate precipitation unless the waters are saturated to supersaturated with respect to calcium carbonate. The waters at the springs which feed the Plitvice Lakes system range from slightly undersaturated to slightly supersaturated with respect to calcite (Srdoc et al., 1985, tables 1-3). The saturation of the waters increases due to degassing of CO$_2$ in the downstream direction, such that “the majority of streams and lakes where intensive precipitation of calcite takes place have $S_{sat}$ between 5 and 7” (Srdoc et al., 1985, p. 104). It takes a combination of saturated to supersaturated waters interacting with the biota to result in the precipitation of the travertine. As reported by Kempe and Emeis (1985), a key experiment carried out by Srdoc and staff of the Rudor Boskovic Institute substantiates the significant relationship of the biota to carbonate precipitation within these lakes. They observed that plastic and stainless steel sponges placed within the waters of the Plitvice Lakes were encrusted with plants and carbonate precipitates within a few weeks whereas copper sponges remained barren of plants and no evidence could be found of carbonate precipitation. Copper has a general toxicity to algae (Huntsman and Sundra, 1980) and, therefore, the lack of carbonate precipitate on the copper sponges is attributed to the lack of algae. Consequently, we concur with the findings of Kempe and Emeis (1985) and Emeis et al. (1987), that most of the carbonates comprising the Plitvice Lakes travertines (i.e., the lake-fill deposits) are biologically induced precipitates. Nevertheless, the precipitation of abiotic sparry calcite cement is a common component of the waterfall and barrier travertines. Abiotic precipitation is probably most prevalent in the splash zone of the waterfalls and barriers and produces generation after generation of cements which precipitate on top of the initial biologically induced precipitates of calcite.

**PLITVICE WATERFALL AND BARRIER TRAVERTINES**

The Plitvice Lakes waterfalls range in overall dimensions from spectacular falls 70 m in height (Plitvice Falls) to relatively gently sloping cascades less than a meter high. The high waterfalls occur where side streams enter the main valley. The Plitvice Lakes system is approximately 7 km in length and the elevation of the water surface drops about 150 m from the south to the north end (Stoffers, 1975). The barrier travertines comprising the Plitvice Lakes system, while not as high as the waterfalls, reach 500 m in length as they cross the valley and may be as much as 50 m thick (Brnek-Kostic, 1989). The actively growing barriers are situated at the downstream end of each lake. The barriers that grow most rapidly, and consequently, are the largest are those farthest downstream (Golubic, 1969; Pedley, 1987), especially at sites where the valley is narrow (Brnek-Kostic, 1989). Accumulation of the calcite occurs very rapidly in the geological sense. The barriers are presently vertically accreting at approximately 1-3 cm/year, this is indicated by the relative rise in lake levels behind these dams (Kempe and Emeis, 1985; Brnek-Kostic, 1989). The rapid vertical growth of a barrier results in a rise in the water level behind the barrier and, consequently, the barriers upstream are inundated (Golubic, 1969; Brnek-Kostic, 1989). The end result of this process is that a string of individual lakes behind a string of barriers, in time, evolves into one large lake behind one very large barrier.

Vegetation is very luxuriant within the Plitvice Lakes region and plants grow on all exposed and many subaqueous surfaces. The plants, therefore, provide a myriad of surfaces for the precipitation of calcium carbonate. Consequently, the initial travertine deposit does not display any well-developed bedding characteristics and the resultant lithology is extremely variable in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The initial deposits are extremely porous, pores range from millimeter size to cavernous openings in diameter. In addition, the subsequent decay of the plant material results in an extensive system of biomoldic secondary porosity; this is most notable with regard to the larger plant remains, such as rootlets, and results in the standard tufa deposit (Julia, 1983; Ford, 1989).

**PETROLOGY**

All of the calcite analyzed in the course of this investigation, as well as during the investigations of Kempe and Emeis (1985) and Emeis et al. (1987), is composed of low-magnesian calcite; Stoffers (1975), however, reported some calcite with as high as 5 mole percent MgCO$_3$. No other non-skeletal mineral precipitate was encountered, i.e., excluding shell material, such as siliceous diatom frustules, only calcite was noted. The calcite displays a wide range in texture, from dense micrites to highly porous tufas to laminated flowstone crusts of spar. The calcite comprising the barrier and waterfall travertines investigated can be divided into: (1) the initial spar coatings on the biologic substrates, (2) isopachous (equal thickness) layers of bladed spar cement, and (3) thick flowstone (speleothem-like) crusts of bladed to columnar spar. These three types of spar, in general, precipitate in the order listed. The coatings on the biologic substrates always occur first and provide the framework for later deposition. Whereas, the flowstone crusts have only been observed in areas now experiencing speleologic processes, i.e., primarily as part of the older travertine accumulations. However, it is not uncommon to find reversals and/or sequence repetition in the resulting spar stratigraphy, e.g., isopachous layers of spar (type 2) may be succeeded by layers of biologically induced precipitates (type 1). This is, in part, a result of shifts in the areas
of waterfall and barrier growth in response to changes in water flow patterns as the Plitvice Lakes complex evolves.

VARIETIES OF SPAR

The most common initial travertine accumulation in the Plitvice Lakes area forms as surficial coatings of very finely to medium (4 to 250 \(\mu\)m) crystalline equant calcite spar (type 1). The spar precipitates on any substrate available to the flowing waters, such as cyanobacteria, algae, mosses, leaves of higher taxa of plants, roots, etc. Essentially all of the initial precipitates forming the barrier and waterfall travertines are precipitated on biologic substrates. Consequently, the spar, which coats both living and dead plant material, results in a highly irregular tangle of organic matter coated by calcite. This initial spar is generally cloudy due to the presence of both organic matter and micrite within the crystals. These finely crystalline carbonate deposits not only precipitate on, but are essentially covered by, a microbial flora as the carbonate precipitates. It is our contention that essentially all of this first phase of waterfall and barrier travertine precipitation is probably the result of biologically induced precipitation of calcite. As an example of the intimate relationship between plants and the precipitation of calcite, a favored site of precipitation is around stalks of diatoms which results in equant calcite crystals which have a hole in their center (Fig. 2a). This example of biologically induced precipitation has been noted during the course of other studies concerned with travertine (Love, 1985; Winsborough and Golubic, 1987; Emeis et al., 1987; Love and Chafetz, 1990; Chafetz et al., 1991). Additionally, isopachous layers of bladed spar grow encompassing upright relict fan-shaped cyanophyte bushes (Fig. 2b), similar to those described by Love and Chafetz (1988). The macro-plant material encrusted by calcite undergoes decay fairly rapidly in this environment and produces an extensive network of biomorphic porosity. This biomorphic porosity, along with the initial depositional porosity, is occluded by successive generations of spar.

Later generations of spar (type 2) are generally much coarser than the initial precipitates which formed on the myriad of biologic surfaces. This sparry calcite cement essentially always forms on and within previously formed, highly porous travertine; it lines most exterior surfaces as well as pore spaces (Fig. 2c). The deposits are mostly composed of isopachous layers of medium to coarsely crystalline bladed crystals, the individual crystals are oriented perpendicularly to the substrate upon which they have grown. The highly irregular surfaces on which this spar grows sometimes results in a layer of spar which has an enterolithic morphology (Fig. 2d). This spar is deposited essentially as clear, inclusion-free crystals which because of the paucity of organic matter within them are not fluorescent (Fig. 2e-h). This petrographically clear, non-fluorescent spar is an abiotic precipitate.

The third type of spar is commonly very coarsely to extremely coarsely crystalline (Fig. 3a), with some bladed to columnar crystals more than 4 mm long. This spar forms crusts composed of centimeter-thick laminated speleothem-like deposits very similar to the flowstone which commonly forms on the walls of caves, coating stalactites, etc. (Kendall and Broughton, 1978). These crystals are generally clearer than the equant very finely to medium crystalline spar that initially formed on the biologic surfaces (type 1), i.e., the later generations of spar contain fewer inclusions and are free of micritic patches when first formed. Individual bladed to columnar crystals of spar commonly cross growth laminations and contain gas and/or liquid-filled thorn-shaped inclusion, common features in non-marine flowstones (Kendall and Broughton, 1978; Braithwaite, 1979; Chafetz et al., 1985). In addition, some of the flowstone is composed of trigonal prisms with outwardly convex faces (Fig. 3b). Prismatic spar crystals with a trigonal cross section have only been recognized in non-marine carbonates (Chafetz et al., 1985; Jones and McDonald, 1989), with one exception. Internal truncation surfaces attest to alternating periods of erosion and precipitation of older spar crusts. Although there is a close overall resemblance between these crusts and the diagenetically altered algal laminated crusts described by Love and Chafetz (1988), these speleothem-like crusts from the Plitvice Lakes area are abiotic in origin.

SPAR DIAGENESIS

The petrographic descriptions of the Plitvice Lakes waterfall and barrier travertines indicate that essentially all of the carbonate was precipitated as spar. However, much of the rock is now composed of micrite. Consequently, the origin of the micrite, which is quite abundant, was a major concern. Undoubtedly, some of the micrite was transported from the lake-fill deposits, which are composed of moderately to well-developed rhombohedral spar (Fig. 3c), and included within the waterfall and barrier deposits. Other micrite was probably generated within the waterfall and barrier deposits by mechanical abrasion of spar. Nevertheless, that does not account for the rocks that are composed only of micrite (Fig. 3d). These rocks owe their present lithologic make-up to diagenetic alteration that has resulted in the spar being replaced by micrite.

Petrographic analyses provide abundant evidence that spar has been micritized, a process termed sparmicritization by Kahle (1977); the reader is referred to Kahle (1977) for a detailed discussion of the various methods by which this micritization of the spar can occur. Bladed crystals of spar within isopachous layers grade laterally from relatively clean, clear crystals to partially to thoroughly micritized relict crystals (Fig. 3e-g), thus displaying a wide range in degree of sparmicritization within a single layer. Some of the thoroughly micritized material is composed of isolated irregular patches of spar within the micritic rock and close inspection reveals that spar crystal outlines are still present even within the adjacent thoroughly micritized portions of the rock. The outlines are of relict very finely to finely crystalline rhombohedral spar and these crystals are now composed of micrite (Fig. 3h). These relict crystal outlines can only be present if this material was formerly composed of rhombohedral of spar which have been degradationally altered to micrite.

Fluorescent (Dravis and Yurewicz, 1985) and white card (Folk, 1987) petrographic analyses clearly show that cyanobacteria, fungi, and/or other microbial organisms have bored into the spar (Fig. 4). Boring by these microbial organisms resulted in sparmicritization. Spar can be observed in all
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FIGURE 2. (A) Scanning electron micrograph of finely to medium crystalline rhombohedrons of calcite with numerous holes within them. The holes are the former loci of the stalks of diatoms, the vegetable matter has been removed by baking the sample in a vacuum oven. (B) Photomicrograph of bladed spar crystals with relict fan-shaped cyanophyte bushes (black arrows). Micritic areas (white arrow) are former bladed spar crystals that have been micritized. (C) Photomicrograph showing isopachous (equal thickness) rims of bladed spar (arrows) which lines present and former pore spaces. Note that at a few sites, the clear spar has been micritized. (D) Photomicrograph of bladed crust of spar (arrows), which formed as a surface coating and grew into former pore space, displays an enterolithic morphology. Sections of this crust have been micritized. Latter generations of travertine have filled in around this crust. (E-H) Photomicrographs of the same area at low (E and G) and moderate (F and H) magnifications in plain light (E and F) and fluorescence (G and H) microscopy. The most recent spar in this field of view is non-fluorescent (R) whereas older sparry areas with micrite envelopes are brightly fluorescent (O). Bright fluorescence indicates an abundance of organic matter within the spar. (G and H) Higher magnification views of the central field of view shown in (E and F). Observe that the outlines of the original spar crystals can still be recognized in the outer parts of the areas of the older spar which has been micritized (M) and that even the still sparry sections of the older spar is brightly fluorescent.

(A) Microphotographie au microscope électronique à balayage de rhomboédres cristallins de calcite fins à moyens comprenant de nombreux trous. Les trous étaient occupés par des pédoncules de diatomées, la matière végétale ayant été retirée par la cuisson sous vide de l'échantillon. (B) Microphotographie de cristaux de sparte en lame avec des touffes de cyanophyte en forme d'éventail (flèches noires). Les zones de micrite (flèches blanches) sont d'anciens cristaux de sparte en lames micritisés. (C) Microphotographie montrant les rebords isopaques de sparte en lames (flèches) qui bordent des pores anciens et actuels. (D) Microphotographie d'une croûte en lames de sparte (flèches), d'abord un enduit, qui s'est accrue dans un ancien pore; elle est de forme entérolithique. Certaines sections de la croûte ont été micritisées. Des générations ultérieures de travertin se sont formées autour de la croûte. (E-H) Microphotographies de la même zone à faible (E et G) et moyen (F et H) agrandissement en microscopie à la lumière ordinaire (E et F) ou fluorescente (G et H). La sparte la plus récente dans cette partie est non fluorescente (R), alors que les zones d'anciennes spartes anciennes avec enveloppes de micrite sont très fluorescentes (O). Une forte fluorescence montre qu'il y a abondance de matière organique à l'intérieur de la sparte. (G et H) Plus fort agrandissement de la partie centrale de (E et F). Observer que la configuration des cristaux de la sparte d'orgine peut encore être perçue dans les parties externes de l'ancienne sparte micritisée (M) et que les sections demeurées spartiques de la sparte plus ancienne sont très fluorescentes.
FIGURE 3. (A) Crossed polars photomicrograph of extremely coarse columnar crystals of spar which are typical of those which comprise flowstone crusts, both within these deposits and speleothem-like deposits from locations worldwide. (B) Fluorescent photomicrograph of spar prisms with triangular cross sections. Observe the convex outward curvature to the trigonal crystal faces. (C) Scanning electron micrograph of sample from old lake bed. Most of the calcite is composed of aphanocrystalline to very finely crystalline moderately to well-developed rhombohedrons. These rhombohedrons appear, in general, to be better developed than those presently forming within the modern lakes. (D) Photomicrograph of thoroughly micritized travertine, the light areas are pore spaces. (E, F, and G) Photomicrographs of bladed crystals of spar, which have undergone moderate (E and F) to thorough (G) sparmicritization. (E) Crust of bladed spar which has been partially micritized. (F) Higher magnification view of the center of the field of view shown in (E). The top part of the bladed crystals in the center have been micritized, the original outline of these crystals is still evident (arrows). (G) Within the same sample, a similar crust, horizontally oriented in the photomicrograph, has been almost completely micritized. (H) An area that was originally composed of equidimensional finely crystalline spar is now dominantly composed of micrite. The spar origin is indicated by the relict rhombohedral crystal outlines still evident even within the thoroughly micritized material.

(A) Microphotographies à polariseurs croisés de cristaux collonaires de sparite très grossière qui sont représentatifs de ceux qui comprennent des croûtes de dripstone, dans ces dépôts ou du type des dépôts de caverne à travers le monde. (B) Microphotographie à lumière fluorescente de prismes de sparite à coupe triangulaire. Observer la convexité des faces trigones des cristaux. (C) Microphotographie au microscoipe électronique à balayage d’un échantillon de l’ancien fond de lac. La plus grande partie de la calcite est composée de rhomboédres plus ou moins bien éaborés d’apparence aphanitique à très finement cristallisée. Ces rhomboédres semblent généralement mieux éaborés que ceux qui sont en voie de formation dans les lacs actuels. (D) Microphotographie de travertin fortement micritisé ; les parties plus claires sont des pores. (E, F et G) Microphotographies de cristaux de sparite en lame qui ont été moyennement (E et F) à fortement micritisés (G). (E) Croûte de sparite en lame partiellement micritisée. (F) Agrandissement de la partie centrale de la section montrée en (E). La partie supérieure des cristaux en lame du centre a été micritisée, la configuration originelle de ces cristaux étant encore visible (flèches). (G) Du même échantillon, une croûte semblable orientée horizontalement, presque entièrement micritisée. (H) Zone originellement presque entièrement composée de sparites de cristaux fins équidimensionnels, maintenant presque entièrement micritisée. Le saph originel est indiqué par la présence encore visible des contours rhomboédriques reliques.
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FIGURE 4. (A) Plain light (A and D), fluorescent (B and C), and white card (E and F) photomicrographs; (A and B) are of the same area as are (D and E). (A and B) This sample is composed of subequal amounts of spar and micrite. Both the sparry and micritic areas have been bored by microbial organisms, this is evident when viewed using fluorescent microscopy, e.g., both areas fluoresce brightly. Comparison of plain light (A) and fluorescent (B) photomicrographs shows that the micritic areas have a higher density of borings. Higher magnification of the central area of (A and B) shows that most of the borings are straight, although curved traces of borings are also in abundance (C). (D and E) This sample, different than (A-C), is also composed of subequal amounts of micrite and spar. The very inexpensive and readily set-up white card technique (Folk, 1987) also makes readily apparent the abundance of microbial borings. Higher magnification of the lower righthand portion of (E) is shown in (F), as in (C) most of the borings are straight.

Microphotographies prises à lumière ordinaire (A et D), fluorescent (B et C) et par la technique du carton blanc. (A et B) montrent la même zone, ainsi que (D et E). (A et B) Cet échantillon est composé de quantités presque égales de sparite et de micrite. Les zones de sparite et de micrite ont toutes deux été creusées par des organismes microbiens, ce qui ressort bien à la lumière fluorescente. La comparaison des microphotographies à lumière ordinaire (A) et à lumière fluorescente (B) montrent que les zones micritisées sont plus densément creusées. L'agrandissement des parties centrales de (A et B) montrent que la plupart des trous sont rectilignes, bien que des traces de courbes soient également nombreuses (C). (D et E) Cet échantillon, différent de celui de (A à C), comprend aussi une quantité presque égale de micrite et de sparite. La technique du carton blanc (Folk, 1987) facile et peu coûteuse, fait également ressortir les nombreux trous microbiens. (F) L'agrandissement de la partie inférieure droite de (E) montre aussi que la plupart des trous sont rectilignes.

Stages of micritization due to microbial action, from the essentially pristine non-fluorescent examples, i.e., containing no evidence of microbial boring, to pervasively micritized material whose spar origin can only be interpreted by comparison with laterally adjacent crystals (Fig. 3e-g). The recently formed pristine layers of spar are essentially the only carbonates within these deposits that do not fluoresce (Fig. 2g-h). Whereas many of the spar layers do not appear to have been extensively micritized when viewed using standard petrographic techniques, they nevertheless display significant levels of fluorescence (Fig. 5b-c). The fluorescence indicates that the spar contains an abundance of organic material, which higher magnification observations show is due to borings by microbial organisms (Fig. 4). As older spar is micritized, new spar crusts precipitate on exterior surfaces as well as lining all interior pores. Consequently, individual samples display multiple generations of spar which have undergone various degrees of sparmicritization (Fig. 5a). This sparmicritization occurs throughout the waterfall and barrier deposits, a diagenetic process pervasive in these accumulations because of the luxuriant floral growth in the Plitvice Lakes environs. This process can result in a thoroughly micritized accumulation in which evidence of the original spar composition has been completely obliterated (Fig. 3d).

CONCLUSIONS

The waterfall and barrier travertines comprising the Plitvice Lakes travertine deposits essentially all originate as calcite spar. The initial deposits are composed of biologically
induced coatings of fine spar on plant surfaces. This is generally succeeded by abiotically precipitated crusts of clear, coarse bladed spar cement. And in the older travertine deposits, abiotically precipitated centimeter-thick, flowstone crusts composed of extremely coarse columnar spar forms as coatings over much of the travertine. Most of the earlier generations of spar are subsequently micritized due to borings by microbial organisms. As a consequence of spar micritization, most of the older deposits of travertine are composed of micrite and their original composition can only be recognized by careful petrographic analyses.
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